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Abstract—Outage probabilities in wireless networks depend on
various factors: the node distribution, the MAC scheme, and the
models for path loss, fading and transmission success. In prior
work on outage characterization for networks with randomly
placed nodes, most of the emphasis was put on networks whose
nodes are Poisson distributed and where ALOHA is used as the
MAC protocol. In this paper, we provide a general framework
for the analysis of outage probabilities in the high-reliability
regime. The outage probability characterization is based on two
parameters: the intrinsic spatial contention γ of the network,
introduced in [1], and the coordination level achieved by the MAC
as measured by the interference scaling exponent κ introduced
in this paper. We study outage probabilities under the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) model, Rayleigh fading, and power-law
path loss, and explain how the two parameters depend on the
network model. The main result is that the outage probability
approaches γη κ as the density of interferers η goes to zero,
and that κ assumes values in the range 1 ≤ κ ≤ α/2 for all
practical MAC protocols, where α is the path loss exponent.
This asymptotic expression is valid for all motion-invariant point
processes. We suggest a novel and complete taxonomy of MAC
protocols based mainly on the value of κ. Finally, our findings
suggest a conjecture that bounds the outage probability for all
interferer densities.
Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, point process, outage, interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The outage probability is the natural metric for large wireless systems, where it cannot be assumed that the transmitters
are aware of the states of all the random processes governing
the system and, consequently, nodes cannot adjust their transmission parameters to achieve fully reliable communication.
In many networks, the node locations are a main source of
uncertainty, and thus they are best modeled using a stochastic
point process model whose points represent the locations of
the nodes.
Previous work on outage characterization in networks with
randomly placed nodes has mainly focused on the case of
the homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) with ALOHA
(see, e.g., [2]–[4]), for which a simple closed-form expression
for the outage exists for Rayleigh fading channels. Extensions
to models with dependence (node repulsion or attraction) are
non-trivial. On the repulsion or hard-core side, where nodes
have a guaranteed minimum distance, approximate expressions
were derived in [5]–[7]; on the attraction or clustered side, [8]
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gives an outage expression in the form of a multiple integral
for the case of Poisson cluster processes.
Clearly, outage expressions for general networks and MAC
schemes would be highly desirable. However, the set of
transmitting nodes is only a Poisson point process if all
nodes form a PPP and ALOHA is used. In all other cases,
including, e.g., CSMA on a PPP or ALOHA on a cluster
process, the transmitting set is not Poisson and, in view of the
difficulties of analyzing non-Poisson point processes, it cannot
be expected that general closed-form expressions exist. In this
paper, we study outage in general motion-invariant (stationary
and isotropic) networks by resorting to the asymptotic regime,
letting the density of interferers η go to zero. We will show
that the outage probability approaches γη κ as η → 0, where
γ is the network’s spatial contention parameter [1], and κ
is the interference scaling exponent. The spatial contention
parameter quantifies the network’s capability of spatial reuse.
It depends on the geometry of concurrent transmitters, but not
on their intensity. The interference scaling exponent, on the
other hand, captures how much the intensity of transmitters
affects the outage probability. Denoting by Pη the success
probability of the typical link and letting P0 , limη→0 Pη ,
the two parameters are formally defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Interference scaling exponent κ). The interference scaling exponent is
κ , lim

η→0

log(|P0 − Pη |)
log η

Definition 2 (Spatial contention parameter γ). The spatial
contention is
P0 − Pη
.
γ , lim
η→0
ηκ
Note that in most cases P0 = 1. Interestingly, κ is confined
to the range 1 ≤ κ ≤ α/2 for any practical MAC scheme.
While κ = 1 is the exponent for ALOHA, κ = α/2 can be
achieved with MAC schemes that impose a hard minimum
distance between interferers that grows as η decreases.
We adopt the standard signal-to-interference-plus noise
(SINR) model for link outages (aka the physical model), where
a transmission is successful if the instantaneous SINR exceeds
a threshold θ. With Rayleigh fading, the success probability is
known to factorize into a term that only depends on the noise
and a term that only depends on the interference [2], [9], [10]:
P(SINR > θ) = P(S > θ(I + W ))
= exp(−θW/P ) E exp(−θI/P ) ,
{z
}
|
Pη
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where P is the transmit power, S the received signal power,
assumed exponential with mean P (unit link distance), W the
noise power, and I the interference (the sum of the powers of
all non-desired transmitters). The first term is the noise term,
the second one, denoted as Pη , is the Laplace transform of
the interference, which does not depend on W or P . Pη is
not affected by the transmit power P , since both interference
I and desired signal strength S scale with P , and their ratio,
the SIR, is independent of P . Since the first term is a pure
point-to-point term that does not depend on the interference
or MAC scheme we will focus on the second term. By “high
reliability” we mean that Pη ≈ 1, keeping in mind that the
total success probability may be smaller due to the noise term,
which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing a high
transmit power.
Note that the fading model is a block fading model, i.e., the
SINR is not averaged over the fading process. This is justified
in all cases except when nodes are highly mobile, data rates
are low, packets are long, and wavelengths are short.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we introduce the system model. Section III is the main
analytical section, consisting of 3 theorems; the first theorem
states the fundamental bounds on the interference scaling
parameter κ, while the other two show how the lower and
upper bounds can be achieved. Section IV presents examples,
simulation results, and several extensions to the model, and
Section V presents the proposed taxonomy of MAC schemes
and conclusions, including a conjecture that provides general
upper and lower bounds on the outage probability for all
densities of interferers.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The nodes locations are modeled as a motion-invariant point
process Φ of density λ on the plane [11]–[13]. We assume that
the time is slotted, and that at every time instant a subset of
these nodes Φη , selected by the MAC protocol, transmit. We
constrain the MAC protocols to have the following properties:
• The MAC protocol has some tuning parameter 0 ≤ η ≤ 1
(for example the probability of transmission in ALOHA)
so that the density of transmitters λt can be varied from
0 to λ.
• At every time instant the transmitting set Φη ⊂ Φ is itself
a motion-invariant point process of density λt = ηλ.
The transmitter set being a motion-invariant process is not
a restrictive condition. In fact, any MAC protocol that is
decentralized, fair and location-unaware results in a transmitter
set that is motion-invariant. The ratio η , λt /λ denotes the
fraction of nodes that transmit. Table I (at the end of Section
IV) illustrates the values of η for different MAC protocols.
The path-loss model, denoted by ℓ(x) : R2 \ {o} → R+ , is a
continuous, positive, non-increasing function of kxk and
Z
ℓ(x)dx < ∞, ∀ǫ > 0 ,
(1)
R2 \B(o,ǫ)

where B(o, r) denotes the ball of radius r around the origin
o. We assume ℓ(x) to be a power law in one of the forms:
1) Singular path loss model: kxk−α .

2) Bounded (non-singular) path loss model: (1 + kxkα )−1
or min{1, kxk−α }.
To satisfy the condition (1), we require α > 2 in all the above
models.
Next, to specify the transmitter-receiver pair under consideration, select a node y ∈ Φη and let it be the receiver of a virtual
transmitter z at a distance such that ℓ(y − z) = 1. Including
the receiver y as part of the process Φη allows to study the
success probability at the receiver rather than at the transmitter
and accounts for the spacing of the transmitters. The success
probability obtained is a good approximation for transmitterinitiated MACs if ky − zk is small, since the interference
power level at the receiver is approximately the same as the
−1/2
one at the transmitter if λt
≫ 1, which certainly holds
for small η. The analysis in the subsequent sections does not
change significantly if the positions of the transmitter and the
receiver are interchanged (see Section IV-E). Furthermore, the
transmission powers at all nodes are chosen to be identical, to
isolate the effect of η on the success probability. Let S be the
received power from the intended transmitter; since the fading
is Rayleigh, S is exponentially distributed with unit mean. Let
I(y) denote the interference at the receiver
X
I(y) =
hx ℓ(kx − yk),
(2)
x∈Φη

where hx is iid exponential fading with unit mean. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that the virtual receiver is
located at y = 0 and hence the probability of success is given
by


S
≥ θ , θ > 0,
(3)
Pη , P!o
I(o)
where P!o is the reduced Palm probability of Φη . The Palm
probability of a point process is equivalent to a conditional
probability, and P!o denotes the probability conditioned on
there being a point of the process at the origin but not including
the point (the point at the origin is the receiver, which of
course does not contribute to the interference). Since S is
exponentially distributed, the success probability is given by
Pη = E!o exp (−θI) ,

(4)

where for notational convenience we have used I to denote
I(o). We will use the standard asymptotic notation O(·), o(·),
Ω(·), Θ(·), and ∼, always taken as η → 0 (unless otherwise
noted).
III. O UTAGE P ROBABILITY S CALING
D ENSITY

AT

L OW I NTERFERER

A. General result
In this section we show that for a wide range of MAC
protocols,
Pη ∼ 1 − γη κ , η → 0.
(5)
While the spatial contention γ depends on θ, α, and the MAC
scheme, the interference scaling exponent κ depends on α and
the MAC, but not on θ. When Φ is a homogeneous Poisson
point process (PPP) of intensity 1, for example, and ALOHA
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with parameter η ≤ 1 is used as the MAC, the success
probability is [2]

 Z
1
dx .
(6)
Pη = exp −η
−1 ℓ(x)−1
R2 1 + θ
Hence for small η,
Pη ∼ 1 − η

lim Kη (S1 ) < ∞,

η→0

where S1 = [0, 1]2 ,

(C.1)

has the interference scaling exponent

Z

∆(x)dx,
2
}
| R {z

1 ≤ κ.
If for the MAC protocol there exists a R > 0 such that

γ

where

Theorem 1 (Bounds on the interference scaling exponent κ).
Any slotted MAC protocol that results in a motion-invariant
transmitter set of density η such that1 ,

1
.
∆(x) =
−1
1 + θ ℓ(x)−1

lim ηKη (Rη −1/2 ) > 0 ,

(7)

Hence κ = 1 for a PPP with ALOHA. The parameter κ
indicates the gain in link performance when the density of
transmitters is decreased. More precisely if κ > 1, it is easy
to observe that
dPη
= 0.
dη η=0
So for κ > 1, the network can accommodate a certain density
of interferers with negligible effect on the outage, while for
κ = 1, when increasing the density from 0 to dη, the success
probability decreases by γdη.
We begin by proving that the exponent κ cannot take
arbitrary values. Let Kη (B), B ⊂ R2 , denote the second-order
reduced moment measure, defined as the expected number of
points of Φη in B, given that there is a point at the origin
but not counting that point, normalized by the density of the
process:
X
!o
1(x ∈ B).
Kη (B) , λ−1
t E
x∈Φη

Alternatively, Kη can be expressed as
Z
ρ(2)
Kη (B) = λ−2
t
η (x)dx,
B

(2)
ρη (x)

where
is the second-order product density of Φη
[11], [12]. For motion-invariant point processes, ρ(2) (x) is
a function of kxk only, so we may use ρ(2) (r) instead, for
r ∈ R+ . Intuitively ρ(2) (r)dxdy represents the probability of
finding two points of the process located at x and y with
kx − yk = r. The second-order measure Kη (B) is a positive
and positive-definite (PPD) measure [12], and hence it follows
that
Kη (B + x) < CB (η), ∀x ∈ R2 ,
(8)
whenever Kη (B) < ∞, where CB (η) < ∞ is a constant
that does not depend on x. Specializing Kη (B) to the case of
a disk centered at the origin, we obtain Ripley’s K-function,
defined as Kη (R) = Kη (B(o, R)), which, when multiplied by
λt , denotes the average number of points in a ball of radius
R conditioned on there being a point at the origin but not
counting it. The K-function is often more convenient to use
and sufficient to characterize second-order statistics relevant
for motion-invariant point process. For a Poisson point process
Kη (R) = πR2 , and for any stationary point process, Kη (R) ∼
πR2 as R → ∞ [11].

η→0

(C.2)

then
κ ≤ α/2.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Discussion of the conditions:
1) For a set B ⊂ R2 , let Φ(B) denote the number of points
of Φ ∩ B. Using a similar argument as in the proof, it
is easy to observe that
E!o [Φ(B(o, R))] = ληKη (B(o, R)) < λη⌈πR2 ⌉Kη (S1 ).
Condition (C.1) states that limη→0 Kη (S1 ) < ∞, which
implies
E!o [Φ(B(o, η −a )] → 0

for a < 1/2 .

(C.1) implies that the average number of points in a
ball of radius Rη = η −a , a < 1/2, goes to zero as the
density tends to zero. This condition is violated when the
average nearest-interferer distance remains constant with
decreasing density η. For example consider a cluster
point process with cluster density η and a constant mean
number of nodes per cluster (see Subsection IV-C2 for
a detailed discussion of this example). In this case,
Condition (C.1) is violated.
2) Since ληKη (Rη −1/2 ) is the average number of points
in a ball of radius Rη −1/2 , Condition (C.2) requires
the number of points inside a ball of radius Rη −1/2
to be greater than zero. By the sphere-packing argument, in any stationary point process of density λ,
the probability
q √ that the nearest neighbor is within a
2/ 3λ−1/2 is greater than zero. In other
distance
words, the probability of the event that all the nearest
−1/2
neighbors are further away than 1.075η
is zero.
q
−1/2
Hence ηλKη (Rη
) > 0, where R = √23 . But this
does not strictly satisfy Condition (C.2) which requires
the limit to be greater than zero. Except possibly for
pathological cases2 , this condition is generally valid
since the nearest-neighbor distance scales (at most) like
η −1/2 when the point process has density ηλ. So, while
Condition (C.1) requires the nearest-interferer distance
to increase with decreasing η, Condition (C.2) requires
an interferer to be present at a distance Θ(η −1/2 ).
1 See
2 We

the discussion after the proof.
are not aware that any such case exists.
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Any MAC that schedules the nearest interferer at an
average distance that scales with η −1/2 satisfies these
two conditions, and in this case, 1 ≤ κ ≤ α/2.
3) Indeed if Condition (C.1) is violated then
P0 , lim Pη < 1.

x∈Φη

!o

= E exp −θ

η→0

Based on this discussion, we can define the class of reasonable
MAC schemes:
Definition 3. A reasonable MAC scheme is a MAC scheme for
which Conditions (C.1) and (C.2) hold.
Theorem 1 implies that for all reasonable MAC schemes,
1 ≤ κ ≤ α/2. A MAC scheme for which limη→0 Pη < 1
would clearly be unreasonable—it would defeat the purpose
of achieving high reliability as the density of interferers is
decreased.

B. Achieving the boundary points κ = 1 and κ = α/2

Theorem 2 (Achieving κ = 1). Let the MAC scheme be
ALOHA with transmit probability η. If
Z Z
ρ(3) (x, y)∆(x)∆(y)dxdy < ∞,
(C.3)
R2

the outage probability satisfies

where
γ = λ−1

Z

η → 0,

ρ(2) (x)∆(x)dx.

x∈Φ

!

hx ℓ(x)1(x ∈ Φη ) .

Since hx is exponential,
Pη

=

E!o

Y

x∈Φ

1
.
1 + θ1(x ∈ Φη )ℓ(x)

(11)

It is easy to observe that
1(x ∈ Φη )
1
=
+ 1 − 1(x ∈ Φη ).
1 + θ1(x ∈ Φη )ℓ(x)
1 + θℓ(x)
Averaging over the ALOHA MAC yields


1
= 1 − η∆(x)
E
1 + θ1(x ∈ Φη )ℓ(x)
Pη = E!o

(9)

(10)

R2

ρ(3) (x, y) denotes the third-order product density [11], [12],
[14] of the point process Φ.
Proof: For ALOHA, the resulting transmitter process Φη

"

Y

x∈Φ

#

1 − η∆(x)

= G !o [1 − η∆(·)] ,
where G !o is the reduced probability generating functional.
Proceeding as in [12, Thm. 9.6.5], it follows that
Z
Pη = 1 − ηλ−1
ρ(2) (x)∆(x)dx + o(η),
R2

when (C.3) is satisfied.
PCondition (C.3) essentially bounds the second moment of
x∈Φ ∆(x). It plays a similar role as the third moment
constraint in the Berry-Esséen theorem.
In the previous theorem, we characterized the scaling law
for ALOHA, where only the average distance to the nearest interferer scales as η −1/2 . We now consider the MAC protocols
in which the nearest interferer distance scales as η −1/2 almost
surely. For example, a TDMA scheme in which the distance
between the nearest transmitters scale like η −1/2 falls into
this category. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two different TDMA
scheduling schemes on a lattice network. In the scheme in
√
(2)
Figure 1, we observe that ρη (x/ η) = 0 for x < 1, while
this is not the case in the modified TDMA scheme in Figure 2.
More precisely, it is easy to observe that the minimum-distance
criterion
Z ∞
−1/2 1−α
lim
η −2 ρ(2)
)r
dr < ∞.
(12)
η (rη
η→0

Pη ∼ 1 − γη,

X

Hence we obtain

In this section, we provide exact conditions on the MAC
protocols which achieve the boundary points κ = 1 and
κ = α/2. ALOHA is a simple MAC protocol, and its fully
distributed nature makes it very appealing. As shown before
Poisson distribution of transmitters with ALOHA as the MAC
protocol has κ = 1. ALOHA with parameter η leads to
independent thinning of Φ, and the resultant process√has
an average nearest-neighbor distance that scales like 1/ ηλ.
Independent thinning of a point process does not
√ guarantee
that there is no receiver within a distance R = c/ ηλ, c < 1,
as η → 0. If suppose there are n points originally in the ball
B(o, R), the probability that none of the points are selected by
ALOHA is (1 − ηλ)n . So although ALOHA with parameter
η guarantees an average nearest-neighbor distance (ηλ)−1/2 ,
there is a finite probability 1 − (1 − ηλ)n that the ball B(o, R)
is not empty. So essentially ALOHA leads to a soft minimum
distance proportional to (ηλ)−1/2 , and as we state in the
following theorem, results in κ = 1 for any network with
ALOHA.

R2

is an independently thinned version of Φ. From (4) we obtain


X
Pη = E!o exp −θ
hx ℓ(x)

0

holds in the TDMA scheme illustrated in Figure 1 but not in
the alternative unreasonable TDMA of Figure 2. The factor
η −2 in front of the second-order product density is required
(2)
since ρη (x) scales as η 2 . In the first TDMA scheme, we also
observe that the resulting transmitter process is self-similar if
both axes are scaled by η −1/2 . In contrast, in the unreasonable
TDMA version, the nearest-interferer distance stays constant
with decreasing η.
Next we state the conditions for κ = α/2.
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Fig. 1. Reasonable TDMA on a two-dimensional lattice Z2 for η = 1/9 and
η = 1/16. In this arrangement, the nearest interferer is at distance η−1/2 .

Fig. 2. Unreasonable TDMA on a two-dimensional lattice Z2 for η = 1/9
and η = 1/16. In this case, the nearest interferer is at unit distance —
irrespective of η.

Theorem 3 (Achieving κ = α/2). Consider a motioninvariant point process Φ and a MAC protocol for which the
following three conditions are satisfied:
Z
γ , lim θλ−1 η −α/2−1
ℓ(x)ρ(2)
(C.4)
η (x)dx ∈ (0, ∞)
η→0
2
R
Z
α/2+1
ℓ2 (x)ρ(2)
)
(C.5)
η (x)dx = o(η
2
R
Z
α/2+1
ℓ(x)ℓ(y)ρ(3)
)
(C.6)
η (x, y)dxdy = o(η
R2

Then
lim

η→0

1 − Pη
=γ.
η α/2

Proof: See Appendix B.
The conditions provided in Theorem 3 will be satisfied by
most MAC protocols in which the nearest-interferer distance
scales like η −1/2 a.s. Using the substitution x → η −1/2 y,

Condition (C.4) can be rewritten as
Z
−1/2
η −α/2 ℓ(η −1/2 y)η −2 ρ(2)
)dy.
η (yη
R2

Due to the factor η −α/2 in front of ℓ(yη −1/2 ), we can
immediately see that
η −α/2 ℓ(yη −1/2 ) → kyk−α ,
and hence only the tail behavior of the path loss model matters.
We also observe that for γ in Condition (C.4) to be finite,
(2)
η −2 ρη (η −1/2 y) should decay to zero in the neighborhood
of kyk = 0. This observation leads to the following corollary
about the CSMA protocol.
Corollary 1 (CSMA). Any MAC protocol which selects a
motion-invariant transmitter set Φη of density ηλ such that
(2)
the second-order product density ρη (x) is zero for x ∈
−1/2
B(o, cη
) for some c > 0, and satisfies Condition (C.6)
has the interference scaling exponent κ = α/2.
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Proof: See Appendix C.
The following corollary states that the bounds easily extend
to d-dimensional networks. The proof techniques are the same.
Corollary 2 (d-dimensional networks). Consider a ddimensional motion-invariant point process Φ of intensity
λ, and a MAC scheme that, as a function of a thinning
parameter η, produces motion-invariant point processes Φη
of intensity λt = ηλ. If Condition (C.1) in Theorem 1 holds
with R2 replaced by Rd , and Condition (C.2) holds with η −1/2
replaced by η −1/d , then
Pη ∼ 1 − γη κ ,

as η → 0 ,

where 1 ≤ κ ≤ α/d.
It can be seen that the condition α > d, required for finite
interference a.s. [6], is reflected in these bounds. If α < d,
the set of possible κ is empty.
In the next section we consider networks with different
spatial node distributions and MAC protocols and verify the
theoretical results by simulations.
IV. E XAMPLES AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Poisson point process (PPP) with ALOHA
When ℓ(x) = kxk−α , the success probability in a PPP is
well studied [2], [3], [6]; it has been shown to be


2π
P = exp −λθ2/α Γ(2/α)Γ(1 − 2/α) .
α

When ALOHA with parameter η is used as the MAC protocol,
the resulting process is also a PPP with density ηλ and hence
the success probability is


2π
Pη = exp −η λθ2/α Γ(2/α)Γ(1 − 2/α) .
α
|
{z
}
γ

From the above expression we observe that Pη ∼ 1 − ηγ as
η → 0. For a PPP, ρ(2) (x) = λ2 , and it can be verified that
Z
ρ(2) (x)
γ = λ−1
dx ,
−1 kxkα
R2 1 + θ

in accordance with (10) in Theorem 2.
B. Hard-core processes

Hard-core point process possess a minimum distance between the points and hence are useful in modeling CSMA-type
MAC protocols. Hard-core processes exhibit an intermediate
regularity level between the Poisson point processes and lattice
processes. A good model for CSMA are Matern hard-core
processes of minimum distance h, obtained by dependent
thinning of a PPP as follows [11, pp. 162]: Each node of the
PPP is marked independently with a uniform random number
between 0 and 1. A node x with mark m(x) is retained if
the ball B(x, h) contains no other nodes of with a mark less
than m(x). Starting with a PPP of intensity λp , this leads to
a stationary point process of density
λ′ =

1 − exp(−λp πh2 )
.
πh2

(13)

Let V(x1 , . . . , xn ) denote the area of the intersection of discs
of radius h centered around xi , with the convention V(x1 ) =
πh2 . Also define
f (m1 , . . . , mk ) =


exp −λp

X

J⊂{1,...,k}



(−1)|J|+1 mmin{J} V(J) ,

where V(J) = V(xa1 , . . . , xa|J| ), when J = {a1 , . . . , a|J| }.
Then the n-th order product density of the Matern hard-core
process [7] is
ρ(n) (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) =
(
0,
if kxi − xj k < h, for any i, j,
R
n!λnp A f (m1 , . . . , mn )dm1 ...dmn , otherwise ,

(14)

where A is the subset of [0, 1]n where 0 ≤ m1 ≤ . . . ≤ mn ≤
1.The second-order product density can be easily obtained
from (14) to be ρ(2) (x) =


r<h
0
2Γh (kxk)(1−exp(−λp c))−2c(1−exp(−λp Γh (kxk)))
h ≤ kxk ≤ 2h
cΓh (kxk)(Γh (kxk)−c)

 ′2
λ
kxk > 2h
(15)
where c = πh2 and
 r  rp
4h2 − r2 .
+
Γh (r) = 2πh2 − 2h2 arccos
2h
2
This second-order product density can also be found in [11,
p. 164]. Since the point process is motion-invariant, ρ(2) (x)
only depends on the magnitude of x.
1) Hard-core process with ALOHA: In this case, we start
by generating a hard-core point process with intensity λ = λ′
as given in (13) and then apply independent thinning with
probability η. In Figure 3 the success probability in a hardcore process network with ALOHA is shown. As proved in
Theorem 2, we observe that Pη ∼ 1 − γη, where γ is given by
(10). It can be observed that the outage probability improves
as h increases, as expected.
2) Poisson point process with CSMA: In this case, we start
from a PPP with intensity λ and adjust h to thin the process to
a Matern hard-core process of intensity λt = λη, as given by
(13) (where now λp := λ and the resulting λ′ is the transmitter
density λt ). Since we are interested in small
p η or, equivalently,
large h, we obtain from (13) that h → 1/(πηλ) for large
h. So we have that p
the second-order product density ρ(2) (x)
is zero for kxk < 1/(πηλ), and Condition (C.6) can be
verified using (14), and hence the conditions of Corollary 1
are satisfied. Hence scaling the inhibition radius with η −1/2
between the transmitters leads to κ = α/2, and the constant
γ is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 3. When the transmitters are modeled as a Matern
hard-core process and the MAC protocol decreases the density
by increasing the inhibition radius h such that h = Θ(η −1/2 ),
the spatial contention parameter γ is given by
Z 2/√λπ 1−α
θλα/2 π α/2 23−α
r
2
+ 4θλπ
dr ,
(16)
γ=
√
α−2
1/ λπ g(r)
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1
hard−core, h=0.7
hard−core, h=0.44
hard−core, h=1
PPP

0.95

P

η

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

centered at parent points that form a PPP. The parent points
themselves are not included in the process. Starting with a
parent point process of density µ and deploying c daughter
points per parent on average, the resulting cluster process has
a density of λ = µc. The success probability in a Poisson
cluster process, when the number of daughter points in each
cluster is a Poisson random variable with mean c is [8]

Z h
i 
1 − exp(−cβ(y)) dy
P = exp −µ
R2
Z
exp(−cβ(y))f (y)dy, (17)
×
R2

0.7
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
η

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

Fig. 3. Simulation of the outage probability of a hard-core point process
with ALOHA for a path loss law ℓ(x) = kxk−4 and θ = 2. The hard-core
radii are h = 0 (PPP), h = 0.44, h = 0.7, and h = 1.0. The density
of the underlying PPP λp is adjusted according to (13) so that in all cases,
λ = 0.194. It is observed that the decay for small η is indeed linear, as
predicted by κ = 1.
1
Simulation
2
1−1.95η

β(y) =

Z

R2

∆(x − y)f (x)dx,

Rand f (x) is the density function of the cluster with
R2 f (x)dx = 1. In a Thomas cluster process each point is
scattered using a symmetric normal distribution with variance
σ 2 around the parent. So the density function f (x) is given
by


kxk2
1
exp − 2 .
f (x) =
2πσ 2
2σ
The second-order product density for a Poisson cluster process
is [6], [11], [12]


(f ∗ f )(z)
ρ(2) (z) = λ2 1 +
,
µ

P

η

0.95

which, for a Thomas cluster process, evaluates to



1
kxk2
ρ(2) (x) = λ2 1 +
.
exp
−
4πσ 2 µ
4σ 2

0.9

0.85
0

where

0.05

0.1

0.15
η

0.2

0.25

Fig. 4. Simulation of the success probability of a PPP of intensity λ = 0.3
with CSMA, where the hard-core distance h is adjusted to achieve intensity
0.3η, for a path loss law ℓ(x) = kxk−4 and θ = 2. For comparison, the
curve 1 − γη2 is also shown. γ ≈ 1.95 is obtained from Cor. 3. It is observed
that the decay for small η is indeed quadratic, as predicted by κ = α/2 = 2.

where
g(r) = 2π − 2 arccos

√

λπ
r
2

!

√
r λπ p
4 − πλr2 .
+
2

Fig. 4 shows a simulation result for a PPP of intensity
λ = 0.3, where hard-core thinning with varying radius h is
applied to model a CSMA-type MAC scheme, for α = 4. It
can be seen that the outage increases indeed only quadratically
with η and that the asymptotic expression provides a good
approximation for practical ranges of η. The spatial contention
γ can be obtained from (16); it is γ ≈ 1.95.
C. Poisson cluster processes (PCP)
A Poisson cluster process [11], [12] consists of the union
of finite and independent daughter point processes (clusters)

(18)

1) ALOHA (daughter thinning): For ALOHA, each node
is retained with a probability η and the resulting process is
again a cluster process with daughter density cη. Substituting
cη for c R in (17), it is easy to verify that κ = 1 and
γ = λ−1 R2 ∆(x)ρ(2) (x)dx, verifying Theorem 2. In Fig. 5,
various configurations are shown with the corresponding analytical approximation obtained by the numerical computation
of γ using (18), and we observe a close match for small η.
2) Highly clustered MAC (parent thinning): A high clustered MAC can be obtained by thinning the parents (i.e.,
keeping or removing entire clusters) instead of the daughter
points. This means that all the points induced by a parent
point transmit with probability η, and all of them stay quiet
with probability 1 − η. Such a MAC scheme causes highly
clustered transmissions and high spatial contention. Even when
the density of transmitting nodes gets very small, there are
always nodes near the receiver that are transmitting. Such a
MAC scheme violates Condition (C.1) in Theorem 1: The
condition in this case is equivalent to


Z
Z
(f ∗ f )(z)
ρ(2) (x)
2
dz,
1+
dx =
Kη ([0, 1] ) =
λ2
ηµ
[0,1]2
[0,1]2
and it follows that limη→0 Kη ([0, 1]2 ) → ∞. From (17), it is
easy to observe that
Z
Pη ≤
exp(−cβ(y))f (y)dy < 1,
R2
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1

1

µ=0.06, c=8, σ=4
µ=0.02, c=12, σ=2
µ=0.04, c=12, σ=1.2
µ=0.02, c=24, σ=1.2
PPP λ=0.48
1−γη

0.95

Simulation
0.5
1−0.22η

0.999
0.998
0.997
0.996

P

η

Pη

0.9

0.995
0.994

0.85

0.993
0.992

0.8

0.991

0.75
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

η

0.06

0.07

0.99
0

0.08

Fig. 5. Simulation of ALOHA on Poisson cluster networks with four different
parameters µ (parent density) and c (mean number of point per cluster). In
all cases, α = 4, θ = 2, and the intensity of the cluster process is 0.48. The
curve for the PPP is also shown for comparison. The dashed lines are the
asymptotic expressions Pη ≈ 1 − γη for the four clustered cases. The values
of γ are 3.61, 4.74, 6.54, and 9.73, respectively.

i.e., the probability of success never reaches one because of
the interference within the cluster. This is an example of an
unreasonable MAC protocol.
3) Clustered MAC (parent and daughter thinning): The
ALOHA and highly clustered MAC schemes can be generalized as follows: For a MAC parameter b ∈ [0, 1], first
schedule entire clusters with probability η 1−b (parent thinning)
and then, within each cluster, each daughter may transmit with
probability η b (daughter thinning). This results in a transmitter
process Φη of intensity ηλ, as desired. It includes ALOHA as a
special case for b = 1, and pure parent thinning for b = 0. For
b < 1, the mean nearest-interferer distance scales more slowly
than η −1/2 , and we expect κ < 1. Indeed, it follows from (17)
that κ = b in this case. Fig. 6 shows a simulation result for
b = κ = 1/2, which confirms the theoretically predicted sharp
decay of the success probability near η = 0.

In a d-dimensional lattice network3 Φ = Zd , consider a
TDMA MAC scheme, where every node transmits once every
md time slots so that only one node in a d-dimensional hypercube of side length m transmits. Since it takes md time slots
for this scheme to give each node one transmit opportunity,
it is an md -phase TDMA scheme, and the minimum distance
between two transmitters is m. In a regular single-sided onedimensional m-phase TDMA network with Rayleigh fading
the success probability is bounded as [1, Eq. (31)]
α

1
,
1 + ζ(α)θ/mα

(19)

where ζ is the Riemann Zeta function. The following theorem
generalizes the bounds to lattices of dimension d.
3 with

random translation and rotation for motion-invariance

η

1

1.5
−3

x 10

Fig. 6. Simulation and analytical asymptotic behavior for a Poisson cluster
network with a cluster MAC with parameter b = 0.5 for α = 4, θ = 2.
The cluster process is a Thomas process with µ = 0.1, c = 4, and σ =
3.6. It is confirmed that for (very) small η, the success probability decreases
superlinearly with exponent κ = 0.5.

Theorem 4. For md -phase TDMA on d-dimensional square
lattice networks, the success probability is tightly bounded as
e−Z

(d)

(α)θη α/d

≤ Pη ≤

1
,
1 + Z (d) (α)θη α/d

(20)

where η = m−d and Z (d) is the Epstein Zeta function of order
d [15], defined (in its simplest form) as
X
Z (d) (α) ,
kxk−α .
x∈Zd \{o}

Proof: Following the proof of [1, Prop. 3], for an md phase TDMA network
Y
(mkxk)α /θ
,
(21)
Pη =
1 + (mkxk)α /θ
d
x∈Z \{o}

′

α

Letting θ = θ/m , we obtain
Y
P−1
1 + θ′ /kxkα .
η =

(22)

x∈Zd \{o}

D. d-dimensional TDMA networks

e−ζ(α)θ/m ≤ P1/m ≤

0.5

For the upper bound, ordering the terms according to the
powers of θ′ yields
′ (d)
P−1
(α) + θ′2 (Z (d) (α) − 1) + . . .
η = 1+θ Z

Truncating this expansion at the second term, we obtain
Pη ≤

1
1+

Z (d) (α)θ/mα

.

(23)

The lower bound in (20) is obtained by noting that η = m−d ,
taking the logarithm of (22) and using log(1 + x) ≤ x.
Fom the above theorem we observe that for a d-dimensional
TDMA network,
γ (d)
κ

(d)

= Z (d) (α)θ

(24)

= α/d,

(25)

in agreement with Theorem 3 and Cor. 2. The conditions of
Theorem 3 are satisfied since the support of ρ(2) (x) is zero
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1
d=1
d=2
d=3
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0.94

0.94

0.92

0.92
η

0.96

0.9

P

P

η

0.98

0.88
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0.86

0.84

0.84

0.82

0.82

0.8
0
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η
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Fig. 7. Bounds (20) for md -phase TDMA lattice network in d-dimensions
for α = 4, θ = 2, such that 1 − Pη = Θ(η4/d ). The bounds are quite tight,
and the decrease in the success probability for higher-dimensional networks
is drastic.

−1/d

(1)

for kxk < η
. In one-dimension, Z (α) = 2ζ(α) (which
leads to (19) in the one-sided case). For TDMA in 2 and 3
dimensions [16],
γ (2) = 4ζ(α/2)β(α/2)θ
γ (3) ≈ (4υ(α)ζ(α/2 − 1/2)β(α/2 − 1/2)−

(26)

4υ(α)ζ(α − 1) + 8ζ(α/2)β(α/2) − 2ζ(α))θ

where β is the Dirichlet beta function and
√
πΓ(α/2 − 1/2)
.
υ(α) =
Γ(α/2)
In particular for α = 4,
γ

0.9

0.88

(2)

2π 2
=
Gθ ≈ 6.03 θ
3

γ (3) ≈

2πζ(3/2)β(3/2) − 2πA +

0.8
0

RX at the origin (ALOHA)
TX and RX swapped
1−0.33η
1−0.49η
0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
η

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

Fig. 8. Simulation of the outage probability of a hard-core point process
with ALOHA, for a path loss law ℓ(x) = kxk−4 and θ = 2. The hard-core
radius is h = 1.5, and the typical transmitter and the receiver are swapped.

and the rest of the derivations remain the same. Generalizing
the results to non-exponential S would require techniques that
are significantly different from the ones used here.
2) Swapping transmitter and receiver: Until now, we have
analyzed the case where we declared the typical node at the
origin to be the receiver under consideration. This way, the
notation was simplified, and there was no need to add an
additional receiver node. If instead, the typical transmitter is
at the origin and its receiver is at a distance R, such that
ℓ(R) = 1, then the results change as follows:
1) ALOHA MAC protocol (Theorem 2): The new spatial
contention parameter is
Z
γnew = λ−1
ρ(2) (x)∆(x)dx,
R2

1
1+θ −1 ℓ(x−y)−1 ,


4

π
4π 2
G−
3
45

≈ 16.53 θ .

θ

where G ≈ 0.916 is Catalan’s constant, and A = ζ(3) ≈
1.202 is Apéry’s constant. As expected, the spatial contention
increases significantly from 2 to 3 dimensions.
Results on Z (d) (α) for other special cases are presented in
[16], a general method to compute Z (d) (α) efficiently can be
found in [17]. In Figure 7, the upper and lower bounds for
the success probability are plotted for d = 1, 2, 3 with α = 4,
θ = 2.
E. Extensions
1) Different fading distributions: The results in this paper
can be easily extended to any fading distribution between the
typical receiver and the interferer’s as long as the distribution
of the received power from the intended transmitter S is
exponential. In this case only the definition of ∆(x) has to
be modified (generalized) to
∆(x) = 1 − Lh (θℓ(x)),

and y = (R̃, 0), where
where ∆(x) =
R̃ is the solution to ℓ(kxk) = 1.
2) Minimum-distance protocols (Theorem 3): The spatial
contention parameter does not change and is given by
(C.4).
In Figure 8, the success probability for ALOHA is plotted
for the Matern hard-core process with the transmitter and the
receiver exchanged, and we can observe that the outage is still
linear asymptotically. For CSMA, see Figure 9 for an illustration of Pη and the asymptotic curve for the CSMA Matern
process, when the transmitter and the receiver are swapped.
As predicted, we observe that swapping the transmitter and
the receiver has no effect on the asymptotic behavior.
3) Varying the link distance: Going back to the case where
the typical receiver is at the origin, but its desired transmitter
is at a general distance R, then we have the following changes:
1) ALOHA MAC protocol (Theorem 2): The spatial contention parameter is
Z
γnew = λ−1
ρ(2) (x)∆(x)dx,
R2

where

∆(x) =

1
1+

θ−1 ℓ(R)ℓ(x)−1

.
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Probability of transmission
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1−exp(−λp πh2 )
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0.996
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TABLE I
T HIS TABLE SUMMARIZES THE VALUES OF THE TUNING PARAMETER η
FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL NODE DISTRIBUTIONS AND MAC PROTOCOLS .
S EE S ECTION IV FOR A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE POINT
PROCESSES AND MAC PROTOCOLS UNDER CONSIDERATION .

RX at the origin
RX and TX swapped
2
1−1.95η

0.992
0.991
0.99
0

0.01

0.02

0.03
η

0.04

0.05

0.06

Fig. 9. Simulation of the success probability of a PPP of intensity λ = 0.3
with CSMA, where the hard-core distance h is adjusted to achieve intensity
0.3η, for a path loss law ℓ(x) = kxk−4 and θ = 2. The typical transmitter
and the receiver at a distance R = 1 are swapped, and for comparison the
asymptotic curve 1 − 1.95η2 is also shown.

Class
R1
R2
R3

Range of κ
κ=1
1 < κ < α/2
κ = α/2

Scaling
η−1/2 on average
η−a , 0 < a < 1/2, a.s.
η−1/2 a.s.

Remark
ALOHA
soft-core MAC
CSMA/TDMA

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE RESULTS AND PROPOSED MAC TAXONOMY FOR
REASONABLE MAC SCHEMES . T HE SCALING COLUMN INDICATES THE
NEAREST- NEIGHBOR DISTANCE SCALING LAW AS η → 0.

1

V. C ONCLUSIONS

0.95
0.9
0.85

Pη(R)

0.8
0.75

RX at the origin
TX and RX swapped
2 4
1−1.95η R

0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5
0

0.5

1

1.5
R

2

2.5

3

Fig. 10. Simulation of the success probability of Matern hard-core point
process with CSMA for varying TX-RX distance and for fixed η. The tuning
parameter η is fixed at η = 0.052 which corresponds to h = 4.5 for λp = 1.
The path loss exponent is 4 and θ = 2.

2) Minimum-distance protocols (Theorem 3): We have
γnew = lim θℓ(R)−1 λ−1 η −α/2−1
η→0

Z

R2

ℓ(x)ρ(2)
η (x)dx,
(27)

i.e., γ gets multiplied by ℓ(R)−1 .
We observe that the spatial contention parameter γ is scaled
by R2 in the case of a PPP with ALOHA, while for minimumdistance protocols (Matern hard-core processes) γ gets scaled
by Rα . In Figure 10, the success probability Ps of the CSMA
protocol is plotted with respect to R for α = 4, and the
R4 dependency is confirmed. For other node distributions and
MAC schemes, we presume that γ scales like R2κ (for large
R), since scaling the space R2 by R changes the density by
R2 . The interference scaling exponent κ does not change by
swapping the typical transmitter and receiver, nor by changing
the link distance.

We have derived the asymptotics of the outage probability at
low transmitter densities for a wide range of MAC protocols.
The asymptotic results are of the form Pη ∼ 1 − γη κ , η → 0,
where η is the fraction of nodes selected to transmit by the
MAC. The two parameters κ and γ are related to the network
and to the MAC: γ is the intrinsic spatial contention of the
network introduced in [1], while κ is the interference scaling
exponent quantifying the coordination level achieved by the
MAC, introduced in this paper. We studied Pη under the
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) model, for Rayleigh fading
and with power-law path loss.
The numerical results indicate that for reasonable MAC
schemes, the asymptotic result approximates the true success
probability quite well for Pη > 85%. In terms of η, this means
that the approximation is good as long as η < ηmax , where
1/κ

0.15
.
ηmax ≈
γ
So for small γ and κ = α/2, the range of η for which the
approximation is good is fairly large.
Table II summarizes our findings and proposes a taxonomy
for reasonable MAC schemes. ALOHA belongs to class R1
(κ = 1), irrespective of the underlying node distribution; hardcore MACs such as reasonable TDMA and CSMA are in
class R3 (κ = α/2); while soft-core MACs which guarantee a
nearest-transmitter scaling smaller than η −1/2 are in class R2.
Per Definition 1, the union of these three classes corresponds
to the set of reasonable MAC schemes.
Unreasonable MAC schemes are of less practical interest,
but it is insightful to extend the taxonomy to these MAC
schemes and give the ranges of the parameters κ and γ
that pertain to them. The first class of unreasonable MAC
schemes, denoted as U1, includes those MAC schemes for
which the success probability goes to 1 but κ < 1. This class is
exemplified by the clustered MAC on a Poisson cluster process
described in Subsection IV-C3. Next, the example of highly
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Class
U1
U2
U3

P0
1
<1
<1

Characteristic
0<κ<1
γ≥0
γ<0

Example
Cluster process in Fig. 6
Cluster process with b = 0
TDMA scheme in Fig. 2

A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1

TABLE III
E XTENSION OF

THE

MAC TAXONOMY TO UNREASONABLE MAC
SCHEMES .

clustered MACs (parent thinning) in Subsection IV-C2 shows
that there exist MAC schemes for which P0 = limη→0 Pη <
1. To incorporate such cases in our framework, we may
generalize the asymptotic success probability expression to
Pη ∼ P0 − γη κ for P0 ≤ 1. This is Class U2. Lastly, there is
an even more unreasonable class of MAC schemes, for which
the success probability decreases as η → 0, which implies that
γ < 0. The TDMA scheme in Fig. 2 is an example of such
an extremely unreasonable MAC scheme, which constitutes
Class U3. A summary of this taxonomy of unreasonable MAC
schemes is given in Table III.
The different classes of MAC schemes can also be distinguished by the slope of the success probability at η = 0. A
U1 MAC scheme has a slope of minus infinity, Class R1 has
slope −γ < 0, and Classes R2 and R3 have slope 0. Class U2
also has zero slope but P0 < 1, and U3 has a positive slope
at η = 0, which is of course only possible if again P0 < 1.
Another way of looking at the different classes of MACs
is their behavior in terms of repulsion or attraction of transmitters. Class R1 (ALOHA) is neutral, it does not lead to
repulsion or attraction, and whatever the underlying point
process is, as η → 0, Φη approaches a PPP. Classes R2 and
R3 induce repulsion between transmitters, which leads to the
improved scaling behavior. Classes U1 to U3, on the other
hand, induce clustering of transmitters.
While it is possible to achieve κ = α/2 (class R3) for
all point processes by choosing a good MAC scheme, it
is also possible to end up in classes U1, U2, U3 for all
point processes by choosing increasingly more unreasonable
MACs. This indicates that for κ (and the sign of γ) only the
MAC scheme matters, not the properties of the underlying
point process. As a consequence, at high SIR, a good outage
performance can always be achieved, even if the point process
exhibits strong clustering. Conversely, if the MAC scheme is
chosen such that it favors transmissions by nearby nodes, the
performance will be bad even if the points are arranged in a
lattice.
Our results also motivate the following conjecture: For all
0 ≤ η ≤ 1, we conjecture that the success probability Pη of
any network with a reasonable MAC is bounded by
1 − γη κ ≤ Pη ≤

1
,
1 + γη κ

(28)

where γ > 0 and κ ≥ 1 are two unique parameters. The
conjecture certainly holds in the case of ALOHA on the PPP
(for all dimensions) per (6) and for (reasonable) TDMA on
the lattice per (20).
When the transmitter and the receiver are swapped, this
conjecture has to be modified to be valid for all η. The
conjecture as stated still holds for small η, though.

Proof: Part 1 (lower bound): We first prove that κ ≥ 1.
We will show that 1 − Pη = O(η), which implies the result.
From (4) we have


X
Pη = E!o exp −θ
hx ℓ(x)
(29)
x∈Φη

(a)

=



E!o 

Y

x∈Φη

(a)

=



E!o 

Y



E exp(−θhx ℓ(x))

1

1 + θℓ(x)


x∈Φη

=



E!o 

Y

x∈Φη

(30)

1 − ∆(x) ,

(31)

where (a) is obtained by the independence of hx and (b)
follows from the Laplace transform of an exponentially distributed random variable, and ∆(x) is given in (7). Using the
inequality
Y
X
(1 − yi ) ≥ 1 −
yi , yi < 1,
we obtain

Pη

1 − E!o

≥

X

∆(x).

(32)

x∈Φη

Hence
1 − Pη
η 1−ǫ

≤

η ǫ−1 E!o

=

ηǫ λ

∆(x)

x∈Φη

Z

R2

(2)

X

(λη)−2 ρ(2)
η (x)∆(x)dx,

(33)

where ρη (x) is the second-order product density of Φη .
Eqn. (33) follows from the definitions of the second-order
product density and the second-order reduced moment measure Kη (B). Tesselating the plane by unit squares Skj =
[k, k + 1] × [j, j + 1] yields
Z
X Z
−2
(2)
ρ(2)
λ−2
ρ
(x)∆(x)dx
=
λ
η (x)∆(x)dx .
t
η
t
R2

(k,j)∈Z2

Skj

Let ∆kj , ∆(min{kxk, x ∈ Skj }). Since ∆(x) is a decreasing function of kxk, we have
Z
Z
X
−2
(2)
λ−2
ρ
(x)∆(x)dx
<
λ
∆
ρ(2)
kj
t
η
t
η (x)dx
R2

Skj

(k,j)∈Z2

=

X

(k,j)∈Z2
(a)

∆kj Kη (Skj )

< C[0,1]2 (η)

X

∆kj

(k,j)∈Z2
(b)

< ∞,

where (a) follows from the transitive boundedness property
of a PPD measure (see (8) for the definition of the constant
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C[0,1]2 (η)), P
and (b) follows from Condition (C.1) and since
for α > 2, (k,j)∈Z2 ∆kj < ∞. Hence it follows from (33)
that
1 − Pη
= 0,
lim
η→0 η 1−ǫ
which concludes the proof of the lower bound.
Part 2 (upper bound): Next we prove that κ ≤ α/2. We will
show that 1 − Pη = Ω(η α/2 ), which implies the result. The
success probability is


Y
1

Pη = E!o 
1 + θℓ(x)
x∈Φη


Y
1

≤ E!o 
1
+
θℓ(x)
−1/2
x∈Φη ∩B(o,Rη

!o

≤

E



1
1 + θℓ(Rη −1/2 )

)

Φη (B(o,Rη−1/2 ))

As η → 0, ℓ(Rη −1/2 ) ∼ R−α η α/2 , and using the identity
(1 + x)−k ∼ 1 − kx for small x we obtain
1 − Pη
η→0 η α/2
lim

lim E!o [Φη (B(o, Rη −1/2 ))]θR−α

≥

η→0
η→0

(a)

>

0,

where (a) follows from (C.2). This concludes the proof of the
upper bound on κ.
B. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof: From (11) we have
Y
Pη = E!o

x∈Φη

Proof: We show that in this case, Condition (C.4) holds.
We focus on the singular path loss law ℓ(x) = kxk−α ; the
other cases follow in a similar manner. Let C1 , γλ/θ. We
have
Z
−1/2 −2
)η dy.
C1 =
kyk−α ρ(2)
η (yη
R2

(2)

Since the support of ρη (x) lies in B(o, cη −1/2 )c , R2 \
B(o, cη −1/2 ) we have
Z
−1/2 −2
kyk−α ρ(2)
)η dy.
C1 =
η (yη
Using the substitution yη −1/2 → x we obtain
Z
C1 = η −1−α/2
kxk−α ρ(2)
η (x)dx.
B(o,cη −1/2 )c

Letting Ak = B(o, ckη −1/2 ), we have
∞ Z
X
kxk−α ρ(2)
C1 = η −1−α/2
η (x)dx

(a)

∞
X

m=1
∞
X

Am+1 \Am

(cmη −1/2 )−α

m=1

Z

Am+1 \Am

ρ(2)
η (x)dx

(cm)−α [Kη (η −1/2 (m + 1)) − Kη (η −1/2 m)],

m=1

1
P

i

.

ℓ(x)
(34)
P
Let Iη = x∈Φη ℓ(x). By Jensen’s inequality we have

Pη ≥ exp −θ E!o Iη


Z
= exp −θη −1 λ−1
ρ(2)
(x)ℓ(x)dx
.
η
1+θ

x∈Φη

R2

By Condition (C.4), we obtain
lim

C. Proof of Corollary 1

= η

x∈Φη

(36)

R2

which, combined with Conditions (C.5) and (C.6) implies
E!o [I2η ]η −α/2 → 0 as η → 0. Hence it follows from (35)
that
1 − Pη
≥ lim θη −α/2 E!o [Iη ] = γ.
lim
η→0
η→0 η α/2

≤ η −1−α/2

1
.
1 + θℓ(x)

It is easy to observe that

h

X
E!o exp − θ
ℓ(x) ≤ Pη ≤ E!o

η→0

R2

B(o,cη −1/2 )c

lim ηλKη (Rη −1/2 )θR−α

=

It is easy to show that
Z
ληE!o [I2η ] =
ℓ2 (y)ρ(2)
η (y)dy
2
ZR Z
+
ℓ(x)ℓ(y)ρ(3) (x, y)dxdy,

Kη (η −1/2 (m + 1)) − Kη (η −1/2 m) ∼ πη −1 (2m + 1),

and thus C1 < ∞ for α > 2. Using a similar method,
Condition (C.5) can also be shown to hold in this case. So
in CSMA networks whose inhibition radius scales as η −1/2 ,
the conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfied and κ = α/2.
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